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Second Projet de Renforcement Institutionnel du
Secteur Minier de la République Islamique de
Mauritanie (PRISM-II)
Database of Mineral Deposits in the Islamic Republic
of Mauritania:
Phase V, Deliverables 90 and 91
By Erin E. Marsh1 and Eric D. Anderson1

Introduction
Three ore deposits databases from previous studies were evaluated and combined with
new known mineral occurrences into one database, which can now be used to manage
information about the known mineral occurrences of Mauritania. The Microsoft Access 2010
database opens with the list of tables and forms held within the database and a Switchboard
control panel from which to easily navigate through the existing mineral deposit data and to enter
data for new deposit locations. The database is a helpful tool for the organization of the basic
information about the mineral occurrences of Mauritania. It is suggested the database be
administered by a single operator in order to avoid data overlap and override that can result from
shared real time data entry. It is proposed that the mineral occurrence database be used in concert
with the geologic maps, geophysics and geochemistry datasets, as a publically advertised
interface for the abundant geospatial information that the Mauritanian government can provide to
interested parties.
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Figure 1.

Screen shot of the database of mineral occurrences of Mauritania.

Database Content
The tables include Indice_combin, Classification_des_Gisements,
Code_Forme_ou_Type, Code_Taille, Noms_des_cartes, Switchboard Items, and Typologie.
In this report, names of tables cited are in boldface; field names of tables are italicized; names of
forms are both boldface and italicized. Indice_combin is the main data table for the mineral
deposits database. This table is a compilation of mineral occurrence information found in three
databases from previous studies: Base_Gitologie.mbd, Indice_2005.mbd, and
Gitologie_Mauritanie_Nord.mbd. These tables were cross referenced to check for duplication
and discrepancies. The tables were then combined into one table, Indice_combin. Commodities
experts on the Deuxieme Projet de Renforcement Institutionnel du Secteur Minier de la
Republique Islamique de Mauritanie (PRISM-II) team added field observations and company
report information to existing mineral occurrence data sets and added new known mineral
deposits to this table. The database is organized around the entries of ore deposits in
Indice_combin. The most serious problem noticed during the compilation of the deposit
occurrences were errors and inconsistencies in geospatial coordinates of the occurrence
locations. In order to keep the locations consistent and easy to transfer to mapping software it is
suggested using latitude and longitude in decimal degrees with the WGS 1984 datum.
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Indice_combin Consists of the Following Fields of Data
1. IndiceClassement: deposit or mineral occurrence identification number
2. Nom: documented name of the deposit or mineral occurrence
3. Substance_Principale_PRISM_II: principal commodity contained within the deposit or
occurrence, compiled from the three databases and edited by the PRISM II team
4. X_WGS84_PRISMII: site longitude in degree decimal, WGS84 datum, either from field
records or from crosschecked corrections to them
5. Y_WGS84_PRISMII: site latitude in degree decimal, WGS84 datum, either from field
records or from crosschecked corrections to them
6. Noms_des_Cartes: name of the 1° square map in which the site is located. These map
names are also listed in NOMS_OFFICIELS of Noms_des_cartes along with their
associated map numbers in the column No_Référence11.
7. Num_cartes: the 1° quadrangle in which the site is located. This reference number
includes the longitude and latitude degrees of the quadrangle’s southeast corner as
concatenated integers. The map numbers are listed in No_Référence11 of
Noms_des_cartes along with their associated map names (NOMS_OFFICIELS).
8. Localisation: regional context and district name.
9. DegreMiseEnValeur: extent of property development, from soil surveys to mine
completion
10. DateDecouverte: year of discovery
11. DateFinTravaux: year of final exploitation
12. OrganismeDecouv: organization that first developed the property
13. ContexteGéologique: geologic context of the mineralization
14. ContexteLitho: lithologic context of the mineralization
15. ContexteStrati: stratigraphic context of the mineralization
16. ContexteStructural: structural characteristics of the mineralization
17. Longueur: length of the occurrence
18. CommentaireLongueur: notes on the length of the occurrence; units noted here when
known
19. Largeur: width of the occurrence
20. CommentaireLargeur: notes on the width of the occurrence; units noted here when
known
21. Puissance: thickness of the occurrence
22. CommentairePuissance: notes on the thickness of the occurrence; units noted here when
known
23. Commentaire: comments on the deposit; not made by PRISM
24. Commentaire_PRISM: comments made by PRISM regarding the deposit
25. DateCreation: date of the creation of the deposit occurrence entry in the database
26. DateMiseAJour: date of the previous edit of the mineral occurrence entry in the database
27. Auteur: author who created or edited the mineral occurrence entry in the database
28. Cadre: agency at which the author of the mineral occurrence entry is associated
29. Typologie: deposit description, derived from source Base_Gitologie_03.dbf; deposit types
are listed in Typologie
30. Taille: size of deposit or occurrence; terms for deposit size are listed in Code_Taille.
31. Code_Taille: code used to define the size of the mineral occurrence, derived from source
Base_Gitologie_03.dbf; codes are defined in Code_Taille
3

32. ReferenceExterne: external reference
33. Code_Forme_ou_type: code of deposit description, derived from definition in source
Base_Gitologie_03.dbf; codes and their definitions are listed in Code_Forme_ou_Type
34. Statue_2003_Prism: whether or not the site was visited during 2003 PRISM project
35. Paragenése_Terrain: notes on mineralogical paragenesis, from source
Gitologie_Mauritanie_Nord.mbd
36. Commentaire_PRISM_II: observations made by PRISM II staff
37. Classification_des_Gisements: classification of the ore deposit as defined by deposit
models and defining papers in the literature; are listed in Classification_des_Gisements
38. Auteur_PRISM_II: author from PRISM II.
39. The other tables serve supportive roles to the management of each of the mineral
occurrences in the main table Indice_combin. They provide definitions, references and
associations for columns that occur in Indice_combin.

Database Population and Searchability
The database is searched or populated by the use of three forms:
Indice_Nom_Substance_Localisation in which the mineral occurrence identification number,
mineral occurrence name, principle commodity, coordinates, map name and number, regional
context or district location can be edited or added; Indice_Geologie in which the descriptive
characteristics of the occurrence can be added or edited; and Indice_Taille in which the size of
the deposit can be added or edited. Each of the forms can be opened to add a new mineral
occurrence to the database, or to view and edit existing occurrence entries.
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In each form there is the ability to choose a mineral occurrence entry by either the
mineral occurrence identification number or name.
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In Indice_Nom_Substance_Localisation the name and number of the map in which the
occurrence is located can be chosen from a drop down menu.

In Indice_Geologie a mineral deposit model for each occurrence can be selected from the
mineral deposits referenced in Classification_des_Gisements.
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In Indice_Taille the deposit size and deposit size code can be chosen from a drop down
menu linked to Code Taille.
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Proposed Use of the Mineral Deposit Database Indice_combin Table
Information relating to mineral resources is commonly distributed to the public by a
country’s geological survey. The information is generally contained within several databases and
includes: mineral occurrences, geological maps, and geochemical and geophysical data sets. The
databases provide a framework on which mineral resource companies can base their exploration
programs. Such a framework can greatly facilitate and enhance an exploration program;
therefore making the data sets readily available is crucial and can make a country more inviting
to the exploration community. One way to make available such a vast amount of data to a broad
user community is through Geographic Information Systems (GIS) and web mapping
applications.
A GIS integrates hardware, software, and data so that information with a spatial
component can be visualized, analyzed, and managed within a common environment. These
systems can be scaled from a single desktop computer to a server-oriented enterprise database
that distributes information to workstations within an organization, as well as to the public.
Several options exist for both commercially available and free, open-source GIS packages (table
1). Many of these GIS packages can be used for maintaining country-wide mineral resource
related information. Once the information is properly maintained within a GIS, the information
can be distributed to the public using web mapping applications. Many of the available GIS
packages include tools to build web mapping applications. However, stand-alone web mapping
application products also exist.
A web mapping application takes the information contained within a GIS and makes it
available via the World Wide Web. This eliminates the need for the end-user to have to build and
maintain a GIS, but instead allows them to view the GIS through common web browsers. The
spatial data contained within the GIS is viewed through a map window within a web browser.
Such data can be queried allowing the user to highlight pertinent information. Pre-defined
queries can be written by the administrator of the GIS to facilitate the process of locating
relevant information. The web mapping application can be used to show the distribution of the
data sets available. The web mapping application is a convenient way to advertise the available
mineral resource related information to the mineral exploration community.
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Table 1.

Examples of commercially available and freely available open-source GIS software packages.
Company

Commercial

Open-source

Products

Website

Autodesk

AutoCAD

www.autodesk.com

Bentley Systems

MicroStation

www.bentley.com

Environmental Systems Research Institute

ArcGIS

www.esri.com

Pitney Bowes

MapInfo

www.pbinsight.com

GRASS Development Team

GRASS

www.grass.osgeo.org

QGIS Development Team

Quantum

www.qgis.org

OpenLayers Development Team

OpenLayers

www.openlayers.org
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